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Introduction
Titan is the largest moon of Saturn and has a thick extended atmosphere along with a large
ionosphere. Titan's ionosphere contains a plethora of hydrocarbons and nitrile cations and anions
as measured by the Ion Neutral Mass Spectrometer and Cassini Plasma Spectrometer (CAPS)
onboard the Cassini spacecraft1.
Previous ion composition studies in Titan’s ionosphere by Cassini instruments revealed "families"
of ions around particular mass values and a regular spacing of 12 to 14 u/q between mass
groups 2. These are thought to be related to a carbon or nitrogen backbone that dominates the ion
chemistry2. Previous studies also identified possible heavy ions such as naphthalene, anthracene
derivatives and an anthracene dimer at 130, 170 and 335 u/q respectively1.

Methodology
The CAPS Ion Beam Spectrometer3 is an electrostatic analyser that measures
energy/charge ratios of ions. During the Titan flybys Cassini had a high velocity (~6 km/s) relative
to the low ion velocities (< 230 m/s) observed in the ionosphere. The ions were also cold, having
ion temperatures around 150K. The combination of these factors meant that the ions appeared as
a highly-directed supersonic beam in the spacecraft frame. This means the ions appear at kinetic
energies associated with the spacecraft velocity and the ion mass, therefore the measured energy
spectra (eV/q) can be converted to mass spectra (u/q).

Results and Conclusions

Positive ion masses between 170 and 310 u/q are examined with ion mass groups identified
between 170 and 275 u/q containing between 14 and 21 heavy (carbon/nitrogen/oxygen) atoms4.
These groups are the heaviest positive ion groups reported so far from the available in situ ion
data at Titan.
The ion group peaks are found to be consistent with masses associated with Polycyclic Aromatic
Compounds, including Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon (PAH) and nitrogen-bearing polycyclic
aromatic molecular ions. The ion group peak identifications are compared with previously
proposed neutral PAHs5 and are found to be at similar masses, supporting a PAH interpretation.
The spacing between the ion group peaks is also investigated, finding a spacing of 12 or 13 u/q
indicating the addition of C or CH. Lastly, the occurrence of several ion groups is seen to vary
across the five flybys studied, possibly relating to the varying solar radiation conditions observed
across the flybys.
The discovery of these groups will aid future atmospheric chemical models of Titan through
identification of prominent heavy positive ions and further the understanding between the low
mass ions and the high mass negative ions, as well as the process of aerosol formation in Titan's
atmosphere.
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